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I. INTRODUCTION

A few years ago, we coauthored two papers outlining the concept of behavioral syndromes, a research approach that focuses on correlations and carry-overs among behaviors that have historically been often studied separately (Sih et al., 2004a,b). A behavioral syndrome involves behavioral consistency, both within and between individuals. Within-individual consistency occurs when individuals behave in a consistent way through time or across situations, that is individuals have a behavioral type. Between-individual consistency occurs when individuals differ in their behavioral type, which would be reflected statistically as a behavioral correlation among individuals. An example of a behavioral syndrome is the positive correlation between boldness and aggressiveness that has been documented in several species (Bell, 2005; Bell and Sih, 2007; Dingemanse et al., 2007; Dochtermann and Jenkins, 2007; Duckworth and Badyaev, 2007; Huntingford, 1976a; Johnson and Sih, 2005; Kortet and Hedrick, 2007; Moretz et al., 2007; Reaney and Backwell, 2007). Individual animals that are more bold (than others) in the face of predation risk also tend to be more aggressive toward conspecifics. Our earlier papers emphasized evolutionary and ecological implications of behavioral syndromes as well as the potential for behavioral syndromes to serve as a conceptual bridge integrating proximate mechanisms (genetics, development, and neuro-endocrine mechanisms) with the ecology and evolution of behavior.

In recent years, there has been an explosion of interest and research activity examining behavioral syndromes and the closely related concepts of animal personality, temperament, and coping styles (Dingemanse and
Réale, 2005; Gosling, 2001; Koolhaas et al., 1999, 2006; Overli et al., 2007; Reale et al., 2007). Several symposia discussed these concepts at major behavior conferences, including one asking “Do behavioral syndromes represent a paradigm shift in behavioral ecology?” (International Society for Behavioural Ecology meeting in Tours, France, 2006). The New York Times’ Magazine full-length, cover article on animal personalities (January 22, 2006) was a testament to the appeal of the topic to the general public. This burst of activity generated numerous exciting new ideas and insights as well as criticism, controversy, and, in our view, some misunderstandings.

Here, we present our suggested roadmap for the future study of behavioral syndromes. We first outline a brief history of the concept, and clarify some misunderstandings about the definition of a behavioral syndrome. While these points are not inherently forward thinking, we feel that they must be clarified before proceeding. Then, we describe exciting avenues of study that derive from the fact that in the last 5 years, enough studies have been done to show that for at least two main types of behavior—boldness and aggressiveness—we often see behavioral correlations, but sometimes we do not. Further, sometimes behavioral correlations are stable over time, but other times they are not. One major challenge for the next wave of studies should thus be to better understand the factors that influence when behaviors are clustered together as a behavioral syndrome, and when the behavioral correlations are decoupled. Here, we describe recent developments using both proximate and adaptive frameworks to explain patterns of variation in behavioral syndromes. We champion an approach that blends these two views. Finally, although boldness and aggressiveness (and associated coping styles) have received considerable attention, we note here several other, potentially important, behavioral syndromes that have not yet received much attention. These expand the scope of behavioral syndromes to cover a broader range of issues, including many that have rarely been addressed by behavioral ecologists. We close by summarizing some directions for future study.

II. A Brief History of the Idea

One criticism of the concept of behavioral syndromes has been that it is not new. We agree. Some behavioral ecologists have long emphasized the importance of individual variation in behavioral type. In addition, behavioral consistency is a major area of study in several other subfields of behavior (e.g., behavioral genetics, applied animal behavior, the study of personality in humans, and other animals). And, the importance of correlated traits has long been emphasized in evolutionary biology. Thus, the recent surge of interest in behavioral syndromes does not derive from it being a truly new
idea, but comes instead from the possibility that it represents an opportunity for new insights to emerge from the melding of ideas and methods from several, interrelated, but somewhat disparate fields.

Among behavioral ecologists, an effective tactic for studying the role of particular ecological circumstances in governing behavior has been to compare groups exposed to different treatments (e.g., with or without predation risk, high or low food) rather than focus on individuals. That is, a standard methodology is to use different individuals in different treatment groups, and to focus on mean-level differences. Although this approach is effective at determining whether a specific factor is driving behavioral differences, an important alternative view is to regard individual variation as more than mere noise. Several prominent behavioral ecologists brought attention to the importance of individual behavioral variation in the 1980s and 1990s (Arnvist and Henriksson, 1997; Clark and Ehlinger, 1987; Huntingford, 1976b; Magurran, 1993; Riechert and Hedrick, 1993; Slater, 1981; Stamps, 1991; Wilson, 1998; Wilson et al., 1994). In addition, discrete, bimodal behavioral types, such as alternative strategies (producer/scrounger, hawk/dove, defect/cooperate) have long been a mainstream area of study in behavioral ecology. Other familiar types of discrete behavioral variation include dominant/subordinate, territory holder/floater, or for that matter, male/female. Indeed, much of game theory is concerned with interactions that can be between individuals with different behavioral types, a point we develop later in the chapter. However, despite this tradition and precedent, most studies in behavioral ecology have not analyzed or emphasized individual variation.

Similarly, until recently, most studies in behavioral ecology have focused on behavior within a given situation without looking to see if behavioral tendencies carry over to other situations. For example, while many have looked at alternative male strategies in mating contests, until recently, few have asked whether those strategies carry over to other contexts, such as aggressiveness toward females during courtship, to parental care behavior, to feeding voracity, or boldness in the presence of predators. Based on the reasoning that natural selection favors optimal behavior in every situation, most studies have focused on behavior in one situation.

In contrast, the study of individual variation in behavioral type and carryovers across situations has been a central issue for numerous studies of proximate mechanisms underlying behavior. A focal question has been: What role do genes and neuroendocrine mechanisms play in explaining why some individuals are more aggressive or more anxious than others as a general coping style expressed in many situations? Indeed, the tradition of studying proximate mechanisms governing different coping styles in laboratory rodents (Benus et al., 1987, 1991; Koolhaas et al., 1999; Meaney, 2001), primates (Capitanio et al., 1998; Suomi, 1987), and farm animals
(Hessing et al., 1993) played a major role in guiding recent studies on animal personalities, in particular, in Europe (Drent et al., 2003; Verbeek et al., 1994, 1996). Along similar lines, individual variation in behavioral tendencies across multiple situations is, of course, at the heart of the study of human personalities (Plomin and Dunn, 1986), and analogous work on animal personalities as conducted by psychologists (Gosling, 2001). While these fields have a history of studying behavioral consistency and behavioral correlations, to our knowledge, until recently, these studies were not on the radar for most behavioral ecologists.

Another situation where individual variation has traditionally been quantified is where, perhaps due to logistical constraints, the standard methodology involves studying a relatively small number of individuals over a relatively long period. For example, primatologists have long noted that certain individuals have particular behavioral characteristics, being sociable or aggressive (Stevenson-Hinde et al., 1980). We think that the extensive documentation of temperament in nonhuman primates does not mean that they have “more personality” than other animals. Instead, a more practical explanation for this bias is that the number of individuals available for study is generally more limited in primatology than in studies of other animals. Therefore, primatologists gathered a lot of data on the same individuals and were thus immediately confronted by the personalities of their subjects.

Behavioral correlations are potentially important for the same reason that correlations, in general (in any field of science, logic, etc.), can be important. Essentially, it means that to understand one behavior, we need to consider other correlated behaviors. The idea that traits might be correlated and that trait correlations might be important has long been understood and studied by evolutionary biologists. For example, life history theory has long emphasized that to understand fundamental traits like deferred reproduction or senescence, it is crucial to consider trade-offs generated by correlations across the life history (Roff, 1992). In addition, evolutionary biologists have a history of studying limited plasticity, an idea that is implied by within-individual consistency in behavior (Schlichting and Pigliucci, 1998). Finally, evolutionary biologists have been studying the evolution of correlated traits, mostly with respect to morphological traits, long before they were drawing the attention of behavioral ecologists (Armbruster and Schweagerle, 1996; Brodie, 1992; Lande and Arnold, 1983).

A current area of excitement in evolutionary biology focuses on the interplay between selection and genetics in governing the evolution of integrated phenotypes, packages that could include morphological, physiological, life history, and behavioral traits (Pigliucci and Preston, 2004). In this context, studying behavioral syndromes is too narrow a view. When possible, we should further broaden our view to study how behavioral
syndromes are integrated with other aspects of the organisms’ overall phenotype. Overall, progress in understanding behavioral syndromes clearly has been and should continue to be enhanced by drawing from analogous, well-established fields of study.

III. **Clarifying the Definition of a Behavioral Syndrome**

In discussions at recent symposia, in recent papers, and in anonymous reviews of our papers and grant proposals, we have often encountered several main misconceptions about the definition of a behavioral syndrome. In our earlier paper (Sih et al., 2004a,b), we defined a behavioral syndrome as “a suite of correlated behaviors across multiple (two or more) observations.” Others have only considered studies with more than two observations per individual as addressing a behavioral syndrome; however, we did not do that in our original definition. Our conceptual focus is on the importance of behavioral correlations per se. Thus, we do not see a basis or value for excluding the minimal situation (two observations, one correlation) from the bailiwick of behavioral syndromes.

Because we define a behavioral syndrome as a correlation, the critical statistical test is whether a correlation between behaviors is significantly different from zero. Obviously, a stronger correlation (judged by the correlation coefficient, not by the p value) reflects a tighter and potentially more important relationship between two behaviors. However, even a relatively weak correlation \( r \sim 0.2–0.3 \), which is the effect size observed in many studies, especially if it is a genetic correlation (Roff, 1995), can still have important ecological and evolutionary implications. For example, even a very low genetic correlation on the order of 0.1–0.2 can still produce biologically meaningful correlated response to selection on the unselected trait, depending on the intensity of selection and the heritabilities of the two traits (Falconer and Mackay, 1996).

At this point, we do not see a compelling reason to draw precise boundaries on the situations or contexts that are worth examining in a behavioral syndromes framework, although correlations across seemingly unrelated contexts and that are long-lasting might be particularly interesting. In fact, variation in diverse behavioral contexts (in addition to the well-studied shy-bold or aggression axes) such as mating behavior, parental behavior, learning styles, coping styles, cooperative behavior, and information processing all are candidates for study from a behavioral syndromes perspective (see Section IV). In our original definition, we took a broad, inclusive view that a behavioral syndrome could involve: (1) different contexts at the same point in time (e.g., feeding vs mating activity in one set of conditions), (2) the
same context but at different points in time (e.g., feeding activity in the presence vs absence of predators, or feeding voracity as a juvenile vs as an adult), or (3) different contexts at different points in time (e.g., aggression toward conspecifics in the absence of predators vs feeding activity in the presence of predators). To emphasize, a behavioral syndrome could involve behavioral consistency through time in either the same basic context, for example, voracity in juveniles and adults (Johnson, 2003), or across contexts, for example aggression in a parental and competitive context (Ketterson and Nolan, 1999).

Below, we describe how, according to this very general definition of a behavioral syndrome, a behavioral syndrome does not have to: (1) be stable over a lifetime or even over a large proportion of a lifetime, (2) involve a genetic basis, (3) involve both multiple contexts and multiple situations, (4) be independent of social status or condition, (5) involve a dichotomy of behavioral types, and (6) be associated with suboptimal behavior. They certainly do not require animals to show little or no behavioral plasticity. While a behavioral syndrome might be more interesting or more important if it has a strong genetic basis, is stable over a lifetime, carries over across multiple contexts, and results in suboptimal behavior, these are not part of the definition of the concept.

According to our definition, behavioral syndromes need not involve stability of behavioral types over an individual’s entire lifetime. Long-term stability is more likely to represent a developmental constraint than short-term stability if it means that an individual is “stuck” with a behavioral type throughout its entire lifetime. For example, behavioral correlations through ontogeny mean that selection on behavior at one age could have correlated effects later in life (Bell and Stamps, 2004). However, even short-term behavioral consistency can be very important. For example, a short-term carryover of aggressiveness into other contexts could make the difference between life and death if it means that a male that is pumped up on testosterone behaves inappropriately in the presence of a predator.

Overall, we see no valid way or compelling reason to draw absolute cutoffs to define how stable a behavioral correlation needs to be in order to be interesting. Instead, we suggest that it would be more useful to focus on determining the causes and consequences of different degrees of stability. It is here, especially, that we think we have a lot to learn from the human personality literature, which suggests that some personality dimensions are more stable than others, and different periods of development are characterized by more or less change (Caspi et al., 2005; Roberts et al., 2006). Therefore, an interesting question is the relative durability or stability of a behavioral syndrome—is it stable throughout an organism’s entire lifetime, or more likely to change during particular developmental periods such
as adolescence, or only in the presence of a social group? Determining whether an individual’s behavioral type is solidified only after critical period of time has elapsed, or following a major habitat shift, such as migration, is a promising task for future work.

Furthermore, a behavioral syndrome need not have a genetic basis [note that we differ here from some definitions of personality (e.g., van Oers et al., 2005)]. We define a behavioral syndrome in a statistical sense—as a correlation between behaviors—without any underlying assumptions about its proximate cause or source. Although behavioral types appear to usually depend on genes [and on environmental experiences and a gene × environment interaction (Bell, 2005; Bell and Stamps, 2004; Carere et al., 2001)], a genetic basis to an individual’s behavioral types is not part of the definition of a behavioral syndrome. Even if variation in behavioral types is entirely determined by differences in early experience (or maternal effects), we still consider this to be a behavioral syndrome. Similarly, even if behavioral types are largely regulated by social status or differences in condition (i.e., even if behavioral type is labile if status or condition changes), if individuals exhibit behavioral consistency and differ from one another, this is a behavioral syndrome. Some view behavioral syndromes that are primarily due to social status (e.g., dominants are more aggressive than subordinates) as less interesting; however, in our view, this is not relevant to the definition per se. By adopting a broad, inclusive view that conceptualizes a behavioral syndrome as a reaction norm, where an individual’s behavioral type is a product of genetic, environmental, and G × E sources, we can avoid the person-situation debate (i.e., is human personality more determined by the “person” or the “situation”), which preoccupied psychologists several decades ago (Mischel, 2004; Penke et al., 2007).

Behavioral syndromes do not have to be associated with suboptimal behavior; they can be adaptive. Although the term “syndrome” has negative connotations in the clinical literature (e.g., chronic fatigue syndrome), and although some examples of behavioral syndromes have emphasized suboptimal outcomes (Johnson and Sih, 2005; Sih et al., 2003), our definition does not require either suboptimality or limited plasticity relative to the optimal. The term behavioral syndromes was coined because the term syndrome is used in other areas of evolutionary biology. For example, suites of covarying traits forming “pollination syndromes” (Johnson and Steiner, 2000), “migratory syndromes” (Dingle, 2001), or “life history syndromes” (Roff, 1992) are generally thought to be adaptive responses to selection which favors responses in multiple traits, not just one.

Along these lines, behavioral syndromes are not, by definition, incompatible with adaptive behavioral plasticity. Some have suggested that behavioral syndromes imply little or no behavioral plasticity and that
examples of adaptive behavioral plasticity are evidence against behavioral syndromes (Neff and Sherman, 2004). The definition of behavioral syndromes, however, is agnostic about the degree of behavioral plasticity. Even if all individuals are highly plastic (e.g., change their activity substantially in the presence versus absence of predators), if the rank-order differences between individuals is maintained (i.e., individuals that are more active than others in the absence of predators continue to be more active than others in the presence of predators), then we have a behavioral syndrome. If individuals show limited plasticity (less than optimal plasticity) associated with their behavioral type (Duckworth, 2006; Johnson and Sih, 2005; Sih et al., 2003), this makes the behavioral syndrome particularly important in determining fitness; however, limited plasticity is not an inherent part of the definition of a behavioral syndrome.

Finally, although some discussions of behavioral syndromes or coping styles talk about a dichotomy of behavioral types (e.g., proactive vs reactive or shy vs bold), the concept of a behavioral syndrome does not imply any particular frequency distribution of behavioral types. Populations often have a continuous distribution (perhaps a normal distribution) of behavioral types. The exception might be that when behavioral types are associated with discrete morphotypes (e.g., males vs females, or alternative male mating morphotypes), then they might also show a discrete behavioral dichotomy. However, to emphasize, although the distribution of behavioral types is a characteristic of a behavioral syndrome, it is not the part of the definition.

The relationship between behavioral syndromes and the related concepts of temperament, personality, and coping style is described by Reale et al. (2007). We prefer the term behavioral syndrome for two primary reasons. First, the term is inclusive and general: unlike many definitions of temperament (Reale et al., 2007), for example, a behavioral syndrome does not have to be genetically based or a characteristic of juveniles or to be stable across the life course. We prefer a broad definition because we see behavioral syndromes as an important conceptual bridge with wide-ranging implications for many topics in behavioral ecology. Second, because behavioral syndromes are defined as correlations, the study of behavioral syndromes fits squarely within the existing framework for studying suites of traits, covariation, syndromes, etc. in evolutionary ecology.

IV. Understanding Variation in Behavioral Syndromes

In recent years, dozens of studies have tested for behavioral correlations in numerous taxa. Many studies have found significant behavioral correlations, but others have not. Clearly, the question is thus not—do they exist
or not? Instead, a key issue now is to explain variation in behavioral syndromes. First, what are the patterns? For a set of behaviors over multiple contexts and situations, which behaviors are correlated and which are not? For behaviors that are sometimes correlated, how stable are the correlations over ontogeny, and over an evolutionary timescale? Or, conversely, when are behaviors decoupled? Second, what explains the observed patterns? Can they be best understood in terms of proximate constraints or adaptive (cost/benefit) considerations or a combination of the two? If proximate constraints are important, which types of constraints underlie which correlations? And, if adaptive approaches are useful, what role do ecological or social selection pressures play in shaping behavioral syndromes? At the most fundamental level, what conceptual framework should we use to explain and ideally predict patterns of variation in behavioral syndromes? These are very exciting, challenging questions that the field is just beginning to address.

Before proceeding, we first clarify the distinction between variation in behavioral type and variation in behavioral syndromes. Behavioral ecologists have a long history of thinking about and quantifying population variation in mean behavioral type. For example, conventional wisdom suggests that we expect, and indeed often see, that animals are more bold (with or without predators present) if they have evolved in situations with low predation risk [e.g., islands or ponds without important predators (Cox and Lima, 2006; Giles and Huntingford, 1984; Magurran, 1986; Reznick, 1983)]. Or, animals are more aggressive if they have evolved in situations where resources are defensible [e.g., fish hatcheries as compared to wild fish (e.g., Sundstrom et al., 2004)]. These are statements about the mean value of boldness or aggressiveness for individuals in a population. The clear expectation is that cost/benefit considerations can often explain variations in behavioral type.

In contrast, we are only beginning to quantify and think about variation in behavioral syndromes. Why is it that in some species and under some circumstances, behaviors cluster together into a correlated package, but in other cases, individual behavior is not consistent through time or across situations? For example, although it is clear that higher risk often favors reduced boldness (i.e., due to a higher cost of being bold), it is not clear how we might expect predation risk to influence the correlation between boldness and aggressiveness. Intriguingly, recent studies show that there is a connection between predation risk and the correlation between boldness and aggressiveness in sticklebacks (Bell, 2005, 2007; Dingemanse et al., 2004); however, we challenge the reader to decipher which way this relationship goes. Is a significant positive correlation between these behaviors found in populations with high risk or low risk? And, more importantly, why should it be that way? Indeed, what conceptual framework should we
use to understand this pattern—a framework based on cost/benefit considerations (selection on the correlation), or one that emphasizes proximate mechanisms, or both? In human terms, the question is—what framework should we use to understand the structure of personality? While in what follows, we emphasize questions about behavioral syndromes, the same broad framework should ideally help to also understand issues about variation in behavioral types.

Before we can offer an interesting biological explanation for variation in a behavioral syndrome, it is first necessary to determine whether the failure to find a significant correlation in some circumstances is being caused by lack of statistical power, for example, due to low sample sizes or lack of variance. That is, for detecting covariances or correlations, a key possible problem is low variance in one or both variables. Without variance in both variables, it is difficult to detect covariance. Thus, one reason why a behavioral correlation might be detected at some ages but not others could be that individuals are generally less behaviorally variable at one age, therefore, giving the impression that a link is no longer present. Alternatively, a correlation might appear to change simply due to a change in variance in one variable (Fig. 1). Changes in variance can prompt interesting biological questions about the cause of changes in covariance: one reason why individuals are not predictable from one context to the next is because they are all doing the same thing in one of the contexts under consideration. Therefore, we suggest that simply examining changes in the distribution of behaviors is a useful first step along the way to understand the causes of variable correlations. Also, some studies might overemphasize the importance of behavioral syndromes by focusing on the extreme behavioral types (the most bold vs most shy). If the distribution of behavioral scores does not really follow a clean bimodal distribution, then such a classification ignores possibly important intermediates. This is especially important when individuals at the extreme are qualitatively different from the intermediates.

A. Proximate Explanations for Variation in Behavioral Syndromes

Above and beyond issues of statistical power per se, an approach for explaining why behavioral carryovers and consistency might exist (and potentially when they might break down) invokes proximate mechanisms (i.e., hormones, physiology, and genetics) that underlie multiple behaviors. At heart, the logic is that: (1) behavioral consistency might be explained by proximate mechanisms that are less plastic (more stable) over time than behavior per se and (2) that behavioral correlations across multiple
contexts or situations might be due to proximate mechanisms that govern multiple behaviors (e.g., one hormone or one gene controls several behaviors).

An obvious place to start looking for the proximate source of behavioral correlations is genetics, if suites of behaviors are affected by the same genes or hormones (pleiotropy) (Mackay, 2004). Indeed, much of the literature on coping styles examines how genetic variation in the hypothalamic pituitary adrenal axis might underlie variation in behavioral type (Boyce and Ellis, 2005; Koolhaas et al., 1999).

However, it seems that the more we learn about genetic and neuroendocrine mechanisms underlying suites of behaviors, the more it becomes clear that most systems are very complex, full of interactions and feedback, and that the behaviors of interest to behavioral ecologists are often many steps away from a simple genetic source (Henderson, 1990; Kendler and Greenspan, 2006). This complexity builds in flexibility and offers multiple opportunities for selection to act to uncouple deleterious combinations. For example, the effect of any given hormone, for example corticosteroids, can
depend on binding globulins, multiple receptors, receptor densities in different tissues, and interactions and feedbacks among multiple hormones (Sapolsky et al., 2000). In some cases, higher levels of the same neurochemical can be associated with either higher or lower levels of risk seeking or aggressiveness (Bell et al., 2007). Although it is tempting to offer casual causal statements such as high testosterone explains aggressiveness, other neurochemicals that have been suggested to relate to aggressiveness or boldness include vasopressin or AVT (e.g., Veenema et al., 2006), corticosteroids (e.g., Carere et al., 2003), and brain monoamines (e.g., Winberg and Nilsson, 1993). Indeed, the very fact that so many different neurochemicals can be associated with aggressiveness hints at the complexity of the overall behavioral system. We are only beginning to scratch the surface of the interactions (Veenema et al., 2006), but we suggest that this complexity holds the key to help explain variation in behavioral syndromes.

For example, a candidate for explaining the correlation between boldness and aggressiveness might be a gene (e.g., monoamine oxidase) that regulates expression of other genes that control both pathways. Even if the genetic control of behavioral types is very complex (e.g., involves networks of many interacting genes), it remains plausible that variation in expression of some key genes could help explain the dynamics of the overall genetic network that underlies behavioral correlations. Modern genomic tools both empirical and theoretical (e.g., network theory) lend a sense of excitement to this developing field.

So what sorts of systems are likely to generate stable behavioral types which vary among individuals? We propose, generally, that aspects of systems that are less plastic (e.g., receptor density as opposed to circulating hormone levels) or that are the product of hormonally regulated, organizational processes early in development (e.g., structural differences in the brain) could underlie behavioral syndromes that are stable over ontogeny. In contrast, aspects of behavior that are regulated by more plastic aspects of the neuroendocrine system (e.g., circulating hormone levels) should be less likely to be part of a stable behavioral syndrome (Bell, 2007). Circulating hormone levels can change almost as rapidly as behavior per se, thus while they could potentially explain short-term carryovers, even across types of behavior (e.g., short-term spillovers from aggressiveness toward male conspecifics to aggressiveness toward females or toward a predator), they would not appear to be a good candidate for explaining long-term stability of behavioral types.

Morphological mechanisms (e.g., organ size or brain structures) that can only change slowly are especially good candidates for explaining stable behavioral types and a stable behavioral syndrome. Given that key morphological traits might develop relatively early in life, these represent developmental or ontogenetic constraints on behavioral syndromes. Life history
events that feature morphological restructuring (e.g., metamorphosis for insects or amphibians or onset of reproduction) might then be key cusps that cause changes in behavioral type and even behavioral syndromes. Furthermore, although relatively fixed, morphological mechanisms might result in stable behavioral types and syndromes within a lifetime, they need not constrain evolution of behavioral syndromes across generations. For example, the same proximate mechanisms that result in a positive correlation between boldness and aggressiveness among individuals within one population need not produce a positive correlation among populations (Bell, 2005).

One proximate source that could anchor a behavioral type involves physiological mechanisms associated with variation in growth rate (Biro and Stamps, 2008; Careau et al., 2008; Stamps, 2007). Stamps (2007) proposed that animals might develop physiological mechanisms that favor a consistent, as opposed to a variable, growth rate. If there is a trade-off between growth rate and mortality, such that some individuals grow fast but risk predator-induced mortality while others play it safe by growing slowly [but both strategies have equal fitness (Mangel and Stamps, 2001)], then any behavior that contributes to the growth–mortality trade-off will be variable among individuals. This framework not only explains variation in behavioral types but also provides a mechanism for explaining behavioral correlations. Boldness and aggressiveness should be positively correlated because they are both components of an overall high risk, high gain life history type (Stamps, 2007). The two, however, would not be correlated if some key aspect of the behavior–life history relationship is violated; for example, if boldness or aggressiveness do not result in more resources, or if boldness does not result in higher mortality (e.g., if predation risk is low). We discuss this idea in more detail below.

A specific possibility is that variation in metabolic rates and associated physiological morphology underlies variation in feeding–growth strategies. High feeding and growth rates require high activity that, in turn, requires high metabolic rates. Most importantly, high-energy intake rates require large organs to process food (e.g., large intestines), take in oxygen (large lungs), and remove wastes (large liver or kidneys). The fact that organ size is relatively fixed then determines a physiological type that governs behavior and life history types (Biro and Stamps, 2008; Careau et al., 2008).

B. ULTIMATE (ADAPTIVE) EXPLANATIONS FOR VARIATION IN BEHAVIORAL SYNDROMES

An alternative, complementary approach uses adaptive (cost/benefit) considerations to explain variation in behavioral syndromes. Recent theoretical papers have proposed adaptive hypotheses based on three main
classes of mechanisms: (1) the benefits of specialization, (2) the benefits of consistency per se, what we call “status quo” selection, and (3) the social benefits of predictability. While these mechanisms have been discussed primarily in the context of explaining why individuals have consistent behavioral types, the hope is that these frameworks will also help understand the other issues about the structure of behavioral syndromes (see the list of issues at the beginning of Section III).

Before proceeding, note that here, we follow the evolutionary ecology tradition of referring to a trait as being “adaptive” if it yields high-current fitness. We are not addressing the alternative definition that an adaptation requires evolution of the trait for its current function (Gould and Vrba, 1982).

Perhaps the most general adaptive reason for an individual to maintain a particular behavioral type is that there are benefits to specializing on that type. Sih et al. (2004a,b) discussed how existing theory on the evolution of specialists versus generalists, and related theory on the evolution of fixed versus plastic traits, might offer insights on conditions favoring the evolution of consistent behavioral types. In essence, the issue is that in a variable environment, why should individuals evolve a relatively fixed strategy (a consistent behavioral type) rather than be highly plastic to track environmental change over space or time? According to earlier theory [that was couched in terms of developmental plasticity, and not behavior or behavioral syndromes; see Sih et al. (2004a,b)], two key factors are the cost of switching traits and the ability of individuals to accurately and adaptively match their traits to the current environment. Individuals should exhibit highly plastic behavior if the cost of switching behavioral strategies is low, and if individuals can accurately assess the current environment and behave accordingly. Conversely, individuals might maintain a consistent behavioral type if it is costly to switch behavioral types, or if they are ineffective at matching their behavior to the current environment.

One main reason why individuals might not be able to exhibit adaptive behavioral plasticity is if they lack precise information about the current environment. Consider, for example, the challenge of investing in the stock market. In order to buy and sell optimally, one needs useful information about different options and market conditions. Gathering that information takes time and energy (i.e., costly). Furthermore, even a well-informed individual still experiences considerable uncertainty about market conditions. Given these costs and uncertainties, it might often be better to choose a portfolio and stick with it (i.e., low plasticity), rather than attempt to play the market actively.

McElreath and Strimling (2006) explored this conjecture with a formal model [based on Sih (1992)] exploring fixed versus plastic prey responses to variation in predation risk. Prey with complete information should hide
when predators are present, but forage actively when predators are absent. The problem is that prey might not know accurately if predators are currently present or not. McElreath and Strimling (2006) confirmed Sih’s result (1992) that if prey are uncertain about whether predators are present or not, then fixed behavior can be favored over inaccurate tracking of risk. This does not, however, explain why some individuals are bold while others are shy. McElreath and Strimling (2006) added the exciting insight that differences between individuals in a state variable (e.g., size, vigor) that determines the relative ability to be bold (or shy) can explain why some are bold while others are shy. The key is that state variables (size, vigor, condition, energy reserves, life history stage, information state, skill level) change relatively slowly over time. Thus, although behavior can, in theory, change very rapidly, if the optimal behavior is connected to a slower, more stable state variable, then this connection can explain behavioral consistency, and differences in state can explain differences in behavioral type. Critical issues that McElreath and Strimling (2006) did not address are how might individual differences in state arise, and most importantly, why should these differences be maintained? If variation in state explains variation in behavior, then the key question is – what maintains within- and between-individual consistency in state?

Wolf et al. (2007a) examined a specific mechanism for generating variation in state. They posited that individuals might vary in their tendency to explore their environment early in life. Individuals that are more exploratory have more information (an asset) that they can use to gain resources (that can be converted into fitness) later in life. Conversely, individuals that have explored less have lower assets. Following the asset protection principle (Clark, 1994), animals that have more assets (more to protect) should play it safe (be less bold and less aggressive) relative to animals that have fewer assets. As noted above, as long as assets do not change appreciably, individuals should maintain a stable behavioral type. That is, as long as differences in assets are maintained, this model can explain three key things about behavioral syndromes: (1) why individuals maintain a consistent behavioral type, (2) why individuals differ in behavioral type, and (3) why boldness and aggressiveness might be positively correlated.

McElreath et al. (2007) noted, however, that the asset protection principle is inherently a negative feedback process that should not maintain differences in assets (or more generally, state). Individuals that have high assets should protect them by not taking risks (i.e., by being shy and unaggressive); however, assuming that being bold or aggressive is necessary to gain assets, over time, being shy and unaggressive should erode assets. In contrast, individuals with low assets should take risks to gain more assets. As long as they survive, their assets should increase. Thus, assets (state)
should converge over time, and if differences in state underlie differences in behavior, then behavior should converge over time. Thus, the Wolf et al. (2007a) mechanism can only explain long-term stability of behavioral syndromes if behavior has relatively little effect on state, for example, when individuals immediately (and in many cases, repeatedly) convert new assets into reproduction, rather than accumulate assets (Wolf et al., 2007b).

The problem then is that in many, perhaps most, ecologically relevant situations, behavior should have important effects on state. In that case, to maintain stable differences in state (and thus in behavioral type), we need positive feedback between behavioral type and state. We (Sih, B. Luttbeg, and S. Fogarty) have explored a set of analytical and dynamic programming models to examine effects of positive feedback scenarios on behavioral syndromes. Here, we present a few main, intuitive reasonable points.

Positive feedback can occur if higher state increases the tendency to be bold (and/or aggressive) that maintains high state (and vice versa for lower state and shyness). Some general scenarios that could produce this positive feedback are diagrammed in Fig. 2. One simple mechanism occurs when higher state directly reduces the risk of being bold. For example, higher
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**Fig. 2.** The interplay between negative feedback (via asset protection) that tends to break down consistent behavioral types and several positive feedback loops that tend to maintain consistent behavioral types. The positive feedback loops (in italics) come through higher state either increasing the benefit or decreasing the cost of further bold behavior. See the text for a more detailed description.
state could mean larger size, greater physical vigor, speed, or strength that result in higher escape success. Higher escape success translates into a lower probability of death (lower cost) while being bold. Alternatively, higher state could increase the benefit of being bold. For example, if larger, more vigorous individuals outcompete conspecifics for food, they stand to gain more resources per unit time spent being bold. In either case, the outcome is that high state individuals should continue to be bold, and to thus garner the resources required to maintain high state. To emphasize, this is in contrast to asset protection (Clark, 1994; Wolf et al., 2007a) where high state individuals should be less bold (to protect assets) and should thus decline in state over time.

The benefits of high state could either be direct (i.e., high state per se directly affects the benefits and costs of being bold) or be mediated through alterations in morphology (essentially a second state variable besides size, or energy reserves per se). For example, individuals with high-energy reserves could divert energy into building defensive morphologies (e.g., armor, spines), competitive morphologies (e.g., weapons for winning contests), or metabolic morphologies (e.g., larger liver) that increase the benefit or reduce the cost of being bold. Mechanisms that include induced morphological changes are important because they are slow, and often difficult to reverse, and might thus play a particularly strong role in locking an individual into a particular behavioral type.

In the above scenarios, low state individuals are shy or unaggressive as a “best of a bad job” strategy. There is much to be gained from being bold or aggressive to gain more resources; however, if the costs of being bold or aggressive while in low state are high enough (e.g., if predation risk or costs of fighting are very high), these individuals might be stuck with playing it safe. In essence, losers stay as losers. Note that, as is often the case in dynamic programming models, the time until a time horizon makes a difference. Early in the season, it may pay for a low state individual to take chances to increase state because there is plenty of time left to reap the benefits of high state. In contrast, with less time remaining, the benefits of being bold or aggressive to increase state are reduced.

In situations where the low state strategy (being shy and unaggressive) yields lower fitness, we might expect natural selection to weed out this strategy. Why should it persist? One simple possibility is that initial differences in state (which persist due to positive feedback mechanisms) are due largely to chance events early in life; that is, much of the observed variation in behavioral type might be environmentally induced rather than genetic. Behavioral types, however, are generally at least moderately heritable (Kendler and Greenspan, 2006; Penke et al., 2007; van Oers et al., 2005). Maintenance of genetic variation in personality types can be due to
frequency-dependence, or perhaps a mutation–selection balance (if behavioral types are influenced by many genes of small effect each of which can mutate; Penke et al., 2007).

Positive feedback as outlined above can explain the existence and maintenance of two behavioral types—bold versus shy, or aggressive versus unaggressive. While some systems might indeed have a dichotomy of two behavioral types, many systems likely feature a continuous distribution of behavioral types. We suggest that a general mechanism to explain a continuous range of behavioral types is selection favoring behavioral consistency per se. We have termed this “individual status quo” selection (Sih et al., in press)—where individuals do best if they continue to do what they have been doing. One well-known mechanism that can produce this effect is learning and increased skill with experience. In the context of behavioral syndromes, the notion is, for example, that bold individuals might learn, with experience, how to be effective at being bold, which should favor them continuing to be bold, which gives them more experience at being bold, and so on. Alternatively, shy individuals learn how to be shy, and intermediate shy–bold individuals learn how to be intermediate in their behavioral type, and so on.

Stamps (2007) emphasized a fascinating form of “status quo” selection that involves selection favoring individuals maintaining a consistent growth rate (see references in Stamps, 2007). Highly fluctuating growth rates can result in various physiological problems including low-quality tissues and disease (Arendt, 1997; Metcalfe and Monaghan, 2001; Stamps, 2007). In humans, in particular, low growth in utero followed by rapid compensatory growth afterward has been associated with subsequent heart disease, type-2 diabetes, and hypertension (Bateson et al., 2004). Differences among individuals in preferred optimal growth rates (and thus in risks taken to achieve those growth rates) could then explain consistent differences in behavioral type.

The central issue addressed by most extant theory on evolution of behavioral syndromes has been the maintenance of within-individual and between-individual consistency in behavioral type. Another key challenge is to explain behavioral correlations across contexts. For example, why are boldness and aggressiveness positively correlated? Stamps (2007) and Wolf et al. (2007a) explained this positive correlation by noting that these two behavioral tendencies can represent alternative methods for gaining resources while taking risks. In that case, if selection favors one (e.g., boldness), it should favor the other (aggressiveness). In Stamps’ (2007) framework, if an individual has a high growth rate life history, then it should be both bold and aggressive, and vice versa if it has a low growth rate life history. In a model of Wolf et al. (2007a), individuals that have high assets should be both shy and unaggressive, and others with low assets should be bold and aggressive. As Stamps (2007) emphasized, this logic holds only if both behavioral tendencies are indeed
associated with high growth rates. If, for example, aggressiveness is not associated with resource gain, then we do not expect aggressiveness and boldness to be positively correlated.

The positive feedback framework championed here provides an additional mechanism explaining why boldness and aggressiveness might be positively correlated. These two behavioral tendencies represent not just two alternative ways of gaining assets, they provide synergistic benefits. Being bold brings in resources that result in increased resource holding potential (RHP). Increased RHP enhances the benefit of being aggressive. In turn, being aggressive and winning contests brings in energy that increases escape success, and then allows individuals to be more bold.

Boldness and aggressiveness are, however, not always significantly correlated. In particular, a few empirical studies suggest that boldness and aggressiveness appear to be positively correlated only in populations experiencing high predation risk (Bell, 2005; Bell and Sih, 2007; Dingemanse et al., 2007). How can theory explain this pattern? Extant theories hinge on some variation of a growth/mortality trade-off. Bold, aggressive individuals collect more resources (and grow faster) but suffer higher risks. If predation risk is indeed high, the synergy between boldness and aggressiveness favors a positive correlation between the two. If, however, risk is low, then the trade-off is no longer important. All individuals should be bold when predators are absent, and if no one has built a defensive morphology, then when predators are present (e.g., in the experiment to evaluate boldness), all individuals should be apparently shy. In that case, there should be little variance among individuals in boldness and thus little opportunity for significant covariance of boldness with aggressiveness. While this theory predicts the observed relationship between risk and the correlation between boldness and aggressiveness, it does not explain the maintenance of variation in boldness in populations with low risk (e.g., Bell, 2005; Bell and Sih, 2007; Dingemanse et al., 2007). To us, this highlights the need for further theoretical work to better explain observed patterns.

Note that many of the positive feedback and individual status quo scenarios discussed above involve a coupling of behavioral type with a physiological mechanism. Individuals exhibit a consistent behavioral type, and different individuals have different behavioral types because their behavioral type is anchored to a less plastic state variable. These less plastic state variables could be aspects of physiology or morphology that we discussed in the section on proximate mechanisms underlying variations in behavioral syndromes. For example, variation in boldness and aggressiveness (and other personality traits associated with resource acquisition under risk) might be connected to variation in metabolic rates that are ultimately
anchored by organ size (e.g., liver, kidney, heart, or lung size) and other relatively stable aspects of metabolic machinery (Biro and Stamps, 2008; Careau et al., 2008). Or, individual differences in sensitivity, choosiness, or learning styles might be associated with variation in relatively stable aspects of brain morphology/physiology or sensory machinery (see Section IV).

Some general integrative insights are as follows: (1) to explain stable differences in behavioral type, we should look for associated proximate mechanisms (e.g., metabolic or sensory machinery) that are less plastic than behavior; (2) these proximate mechanisms should not, however, be viewed simply as fixed constraints that determine behavioral type. Instead, they are part of a feedback loop with behavior where the optimal behavior depends on the proximate mechanism and adaptive plasticity in the proximate mechanism depends on behavior; finally, (3) positive or status quo feedback loops can enhance small, initial differences in individual traits (e.g., in metabolic machinery and associated boldness and aggressiveness) to produce long-term, stable differences in behavioral type. This is a simple, adaptive explanation for why early experiences (early developmental time windows) might be particularly important in shaping both behavioral types and associated proximate mechanisms.

To emphasize, the positive feedback and status quo mechanisms discussed above do not obviate the negative feedback inherent in the asset protection principle. Our view is thus that the maintenance of stable behavioral types emerges from an interplay between asset protection (negative feedback) tending to breakdown both within-individual and between-individual consistency, opposed by positive feedback and status quo mechanisms tending to maintain behavioral syndromes. The next wave of models on adaptive behavioral syndromes should aim to incorporate biologically specific mechanisms including both negative and positive feedbacks.

A final class of explanations for behavioral consistency emphasizes the social benefits of being predictable (Dall et al., 2004; McNamara et al., 2008). In a social context, the problem with being consistent is that predictable individuals run the risk of being exploited. Individuals that are reliably cooperative can be easily cheated, and individuals that are predictably unaggressive doves can lose out to individuals that would otherwise also play dove. When is it beneficial to be predictable? Dall et al. (2004) suggest that it can be beneficial to be consistent if consistency allows one to manipulate the behavior of others via credible threats or promises. A threat to be highly aggressive can cause an opponent to back off rather than engage in a highly costly fight. However, this threat should only be taken seriously if it is actually credible, that is, if the individual is indeed reliable. Similarly, a promise to cooperate can induce a partner to trade favors, but only if the promise is reliable.
McNamara et al. (2008) modeled the joint evolution of trustworthiness (being reliably cooperative) and social sensitivity about the trustworthiness of others. Socially sensitive individuals gain the benefits of recognizing cooperators from cheaters but accept sampling costs (i.e., the time and energy required to evaluate and remember who is a cooperator and who is a cheater) to gain that social information. Insensitive individuals save on sampling costs, but know less about the trustworthiness of their social partners. In the absence of variation in trustworthiness, there is no need to be socially sensitive. If, however, the population includes both cooperators and cheaters, then this favors the maintenance of variation in social sensitivity. Given that a population has some socially sensitive individuals, this favors the persistence of both cheaters and reliable, trustworthy cooperators. Cheaters exploit insensitive cooperators while reliable cooperators gain the trust of sensitive reciprocators.

Interestingly, the models by Dall et al. (2004) and McNamara et al. (2008) predict that behavioral consistency should be more common or more developed in species with more social interaction. That is, if the social benefits of predictability are a major factor explaining the evolution of behavioral syndromes, then social species should clearly exhibit “more personality” than asocial congeners. In addition, if aggressive, competitive contests play an important role in driving the evolution of behavioral consistency, then again, species where aggressive interactions are more common or important should exhibit more clear-cut behavioral syndromes. This hypothesis can be tested by comparing closely related species or populations that differ in sociality, ideally within a phylogenetic framework.

To date, attempts to explain behavioral syndromes have focused primarily on why individuals exhibit behavioral consistency (why they have a behavioral type) and why different individuals have different behavioral types. Only a few have explicitly addressed why particular behaviors (e.g., boldness and aggressiveness) should be correlated, and even fewer have looked at how either proximate or adaptive factors might explain variation in these behavioral correlations. To us, this final issue is the most exciting one. Why should the correlation between boldness and aggressiveness be stronger under higher predation risk? What explains variation among systems in the stability of behavioral correlations over ontogeny and over evolutionary time? Can we predict a priori how males and females should differ in behavioral syndromes in species with different mating systems? Can we predict a priori how species with different ecologies or different population genetic structures should differ in their behavioral syndromes? Our hope is that the next decade will see the development of a unified theory of behavioral syndromes that will enhance our understanding on all of these exciting issues.
V. BEYOND THE USUAL BEHAVIORAL SYNDROMES

To date, much of the ecologically based work on behavioral syndromes has focused on variation in boldness, aggressiveness, or activity per se. These three are often interrelated (Bell, 2005; Huntingford, 1976a; Johnson and Sih, 2005; Riechert and Hedrick, 1993). Boldness is also associated with an individual’s exploratory tendency, another frequently invoked personality trait. Relative to low explorers, high explorers are bolder in novel situations, and perhaps generally bolder with risk and more aggressive. The proactive/reactive axis also embodies elements of boldness, aggressiveness, and activity, where proactive individuals tend to be more bold, active, and aggressive than reactive ones (Koolhaas et al., 1999). As noted by Stamps (2007), an ecologically important connection between these behavioral tendencies is that higher values for all of these often results in both higher resource intake and higher mortality risk. That is, they can be viewed as alternative ways of taking risks to gain rewards.

While the above behavioral tendencies reflect major fields of study in behavioral ecology (e.g., predator–prey behavior, competition), other important areas of behavioral ecology (e.g., cooperation, mate choice, parental care, learning) focus on other aspects of behavior that have not yet received much attention from a behavioral syndrome view. We suggest that behavioral consistency likely appears and plays an important role in these other aspects of behavior. Thus, we next discuss several underexamined, potential behavioral syndromes that should benefit from more study. In particular, we focus on syndromes associated with: (1) environmental and social sensitivity, (2) learning, (3) choosiness, (4) mating, (5) parental styles, (6) cooperativeness, and (7) dispersal. En route, we note that many focal issues in behavioral ecology might involve the interplay of multiple behavioral syndromes. For example, mating success might be influenced by behavioral tendencies relative to aggressiveness, boldness, social sensitivity, choosiness, cooperativeness, and parental style.

A. ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL SENSITIVITY

The behavioral ecology approach implicitly assumes that animals respond to environmental variation, make adaptive choices (prefer high-quality options over others), and often modify their behavior based on previous experiences. That is, individuals exhibit environmental sensitivity, adaptive choosiness, and learning. Here, we suggest that further study of individual variation in these three traits should prove highly insightful. By environmental sensitivity, we mean the tendency to alter behavior in response to environmental variation. The term “environmental responsiveness” might be more evocative; however,
These estimates and predictions are based on an existing literature (Boyce and Ellis, 2005; Koolhaas et al., 1999) using the term “sensitivity.” In our terminology, sensitivity does not necessarily imply choosiness, learning, or the ability to make intelligent (adaptive) decisions. Learning involves alteration of future behavior following experiences. Thus, learning implies sensitivity to earlier experiences; however, sensitivity does not necessarily result in learning. Choosiness is the tendency to prefer some options over others. It requires sensitivity but could involve innate preferences that need not be learned. We next outline and discuss frameworks for thinking about syndromes of sensitivity, learning, and choosiness.

To organize our thinking about sensitivity, we distinguish three sequential stages in ecologically important tasks, each of which could involve individual variation in sensitivity: (1) first, individuals choose a time and place for a given task; (2) they next choose (or avoid) particular “partners” (e.g., social partners or predators or prey); and (3) finally, they respond, often flexibly, to those “partners.” For example, predators evaluate (and choose) places to search for prey [optimal patch use (Stephens and Krebs, 1986); here, prey are “partners”], evaluate different prey items (Sih and Christensen, 2001), and adjust their attack strategy to overcome prey escape and defense tactics (Curio, 1976). Prey do the opposite in each stage. In a mating context, males and females evaluate (and choose) places to search for mating partners, evaluate the quality of different potential mates, and then adjust courtship behavior in response to signals from a particular potential mate. In a cooperative situation, theory assumes that individuals can distinguish between cooperators and defectors and behave accordingly (McNamara et al., 2008). In a contest situation or a dominance hierarchy, individuals are assumed to evaluate relative RHP and/or dominance of different contestants (Maynard Smith, 1982), and to adjust their behavior as a contest unfolds (Riechert and Hammerstein, 1983). In each of these tasks and stages, individuals likely differ in their sensitivity.

The literature on proactive/reactive coping styles emphasizes individual variation in environmental sensitivity (Bennet et al., 1987, 1990; Koolhaas et al., 1999). Reactive individuals are highly sensitive to changes in their environment. In contrast, proactive individuals follow set behavioral routines and are relatively insensitive to environmental changes. These differences in coping style are associated with genetically based differences in neuroendocrine profiles (Koolhaas et al., 1999) and have ecological and evolutionary implications. Notably, the differences in sensitivity are also related to differences in response to environmental challenges. Sensitive, reactive individuals tend to be less fearful, whereas proactive individuals tend to be more bold and aggressive. Proactive individuals thus tend to dominate in stable environments; however, because proactive individuals are insensitive to environmental change, they do poorly in fluctuating
environments (Benus et al., 1987, 1991; Dingemanse et al., 2004). Coping styles have been studied in some detail in a range of animals including laboratory rodents (Benus et al., 1987, 1991; Koolhaas et al., 1999), farm animals (Hessing et al., 1993), great tits (Drent et al., 2003; Verbeek et al., 1994, 1996), rainbow trout (Overli et al., 2007), and primates (Capitanio et al., 1998; Suomi, 1987).

A parallel literature in humans (Aron, 1996; Boyce and Ellis, 2005; Jawer, 2005) notes that variation in sensitivity might be associated with variation in habitat and job choice (highly sensitive people avoid highly stimulating situations), in fine-scale behavior (e.g., preferred volume level while listening to music), in other aspects of personality (e.g., creativity), and in mental and physical well-being (e.g., extreme sensitivity might be associated with depression, migraine headaches, and suppressed immune systems).

Although the recent growth of interest in animal personality has brought the literature on coping styles to the attention of behavioral ecologists, to date, with the exception of the work on great tits, few studies in behavioral ecology have quantified either individual variation in environmental or social sensitivity, or its effect on behavior or performance. One notable exception is the work by Patricelli et al. (2002, 2006) on bowerbirds. Male bowerbirds display for females in front of elaborate bowers. Patricelli et al. (2002, 2006) used a robot female that they could control to evaluate the relative ability of different males to adjust their courtship intensity to signals from the female. They found that males that displayed very intensely regardless of signals of interest (or not) from females tended to scare females away. Most notably, their quantitative analysis revealed that a large proportion of the variance in male mating success could be explained by the male’s sensitivity (and adjustment) to female signals (Patricelli et al., 2002, 2006); that is, social sensitivity could play a large role in sexual selection.

A second example, again associated with mating success, involves hyper-aggressive males in water striders (Sih and Watters, 2005). Males show individual variation in their response to females, males, and male–female pairs. Ideally, males should attempt to mate with females, but should not attempt to mate with males, and have almost no success at separating pairs in order to take over a female. Most males are sensitive to the nature of other water striders; that is, they attempt to mate with females, but not with males or pairs; however, some are hyperaggressive—they expend a great deal of effort toward trying to mate forcibly with not just females, but also males or pairs. Quantitative analyses showed that hyperaggressiveness in water striders has important negative effects on mating success. Does it exist in other species? Our view is that in numerous seminars over the years,
we have heard anecdotes and often seen photographs of males attempting
to mate (and in some cases, mating) with inappropriate partners (e.g.,
with males, females of other species, dead females, inanimate objects that, in
some sense, resemble conspecific females). Our suggestion is that it would
be useful to quantify individual variation in this aspect of social sensitivity
in more systems.

In both of the above examples, social sensitivity was associated with what
can be termed “social skill,” the ability to adjust behavior adaptively to
environmental variation. In the context of sexual selection, following the
three-stage view outlined earlier, mating success might depend on individ-
ual variation in skill in: choosing the right places and times to search for
mates, efficient mate choice (e.g., Sih and Watters, 2005), and courtship and
response to potential mates (e.g., Patricelli et al., 2002, 2006). Most studies
of sexual selection focus on relatively static traits (e.g., male size, color,
ornaments). Here, we hypothesize that unexplained variation in mating
success might be due to individual variation in behavioral tendencies that
underlie variation in multiple aspects of social skill.

In each of the above mating examples, the emphasis was on one aspect of
social sensitivity. In the syndrome context, an interesting issue is whether
social sensitivity carries over across different tasks and contexts. For ex-
ample: (1) within one stage of the mating context, for example, the mate choice
stage, is ability to distinguish the correct species correlated to ability to
distinguish the correct gender, and/or the ability to evaluate variation in
mate quality within the correct gender? (2) across stages, though still all
within the mating context, is sensitivity within the mate choice stage corre-
lated to environmental sensitivity in choosing the time or place to search for
mates, for example, sensitivity in choosing among social situations that might
differ in density, sex ratio, and/or the mix of behavioral types present? Or,
(3) is sensitivity in the mate choice stage correlated to sensitivity to subtle signals
in the male–female interplay that results in successful mating? (4) Going
beyond mating, is sensitivity in the mating context correlated to social
sensitivity in other contexts, for example, in partner choice and adjustments
to social situations or partners in the context of cooperation or competition?
And, (5) going beyond social situations, is social sensitivity in one or more
social situations correlated to sensitivity relative to other fitness-related
options, for example, habitat choice or diet choice? Finally, is sensitivity
correlated to other aspects of personality? The coping style literature and
the work on water striders suggest that sensitivity is negatively related to
boldness and aggressiveness, but is this a general feature of nature?

Should we expect to generally see positive or negative correlations be-
tween aspects of sensitivity? If individuals vary along a general sensitivity
index, then sensitivity should be positively correlated across different tasks
or situations. Alternatively, if sensitivity draws on a finite pool of attention (Dukas, 1998), then we might expect negative correlations between sensitivity in different tasks; for example, sensitivity toward potential mates might draw attention away from, and thus reduce sensitivity toward food or predators.

In addition, although our general syndrome-based expectation might be that individuals that are more sensitive than others to the presence of conspecifics per se should also be relatively sensitive to differences among conspecifics in mate quality, this does not appear to hold for hyperaggressive individuals. They are highly sensitive to the presence of conspecifics but insensitive to variations in mate quality; they quickly orient toward, approach and attempt to mate with all conspecifics—male or female. Thus, variation in hyperaggressiveness can generate a negative correlation between sensitivity in different stages of the mating sequence.

How might a sensitivity syndrome influence correlations between other behavioral axes? Because the response of a sensitive individual can either be fearful or aggressive, variation in sensitivity can generate either a positive or a negative correlation between boldness and aggressiveness. The proactive-reactive literature on coping styles suggests that sensitive individuals are generally fearful; that is, they are shy and unaggressive. Variation in sensitivity then contributes to a positive correlation between boldness and aggressiveness. If, however, sensitive individuals respond by being aggressive (as opposed to insensitive individuals ignoring conspecifics), then the result should be a negative correlation between boldness and aggressiveness. Insensitive individuals ignore conspecifics (i.e., they are unaggressive) and predators (i.e., they are bold). Bell and Sih (2007) found that in stickleback fish, these bold, unaggressive animals tend to suffer high predation.

In the above examples involving mating behavior, as well as in the literature on coping styles, there is ample evidence that individual variation in sensitivity influences components of fitness. A generality might be that extremes in sensitivity (extremely sensitive people, hyperaggressive water strider males) are selected against (but see Boyce and Ellis, 2005), but that for an intermediate range, selection on sensitivity depends on environmental conditions and environmental stability, generating stabilizing selection on sensitivity. In addition, social sensitivity might be under frequency-dependent selection. Finally, a key to understanding selection on sensitivity should be understanding how it relates to an overall, potentially broad behavioral syndrome.

Our overall view is that enough examples exist (particularly in the coping styles literature) to suggest that individual variation in environmental and social sensitivity is common, potentially quite important and worthy of
further study. In particular, from the behavioral syndrome view, we suggest the need for more study on correlations among different aspects of sensitivity and between sensitivity and other aspects of behavioral type (e.g., boldness, aggressiveness, and cooperativeness).

B. LEARNING

A major field in animal behavior that is related to sensitivity and has also not been well explored from a behavioral syndromes view involves individual differences in learning. For example, if individuals that are good at learning about one type of task are also good at learning about others, then there could be an important carryover across learning tasks. On the other hand, if there are trade-offs between performance on different learning tasks, then what is gained by learning to solve one problem could come at the expense of learning something else. Another question is whether individual learning styles form part of an individual’s overall behavioral type: particularly exploratory individuals might have more opportunities to experience stimuli and to learn from them. Both of these questions are discussed below.

If individual differences in learning and memory are correlated across contexts, then individuals that are good at learning about how to avoid predators, for example, might also be good at remembering where they stored food last year, or what are the reliable cues indicating a suitable nest site. On the other hand, if there are costs of learning, then what an individual has learned about one thing might come at the expense of something else.

There are several different ways in which correlated individual differences in learning could be manifested. For example, if general process theory is correct (Shettleworth, 1998), then individual differences in the mechanisms underlying associative learning will generate consistent individual differences in performance on associative learning. Alternatively, there might be correlated individual differences in types of learning (operant and classical conditioning, habituation, sensitization, imprinting, and song learning), all of which involve different ecological contexts, cognitive, and perceptual systems. On the other hand, there might be correlated individual differences in learning that involve the same perceptual systems; for example, individuals that are good at learning how to associate a visual signal with food are also good at associating visual signals with predators, or mates. Finally, there might be correlated individual differences in learning about specific ecological tasks, for example, individuals that are good at associating a chemical cue with the presence of a predator also have good spatial memory about the location of particularly dangerous areas of habitat.
Despite the rich literature on the mechanisms of learning, we know relatively little about correlated learning tasks in ecologically relevant contexts. A relevant body of literature is concerned with whether there is such a thing as general cognitive ability, which improves individual performance on a variety of learning tasks. If such a general learning syndrome exists, then individual differences in learning are really reflecting differences in “intelligence,” rather than differences in motivation or exploration. For example, studies on mice have shown that up to 38% of the variation in performance on a battery of learning tests assessing a variety of different cognitive tasks can be attributed to general cognitive ability, even when differences in exploration are accounted for (Galsworthy et al., 2002; Matzel et al., 2003, 2006).

From a behavioral ecological point of view, the key question is whether there are carryovers or trade-offs between abilities on different ecological tasks, not necessarily whether that reflects something about general cognitive ability. Despite the obvious ecological importance of such carryovers, correlated differences in learning have rarely been tackled from an ecological or evolutionary point of view. The most intuitive, adaptive expectation is that natural selection should favor general intelligence, but the growing literature on cognitive ecology is showing that animals are especially clever about the most ecologically pertinent challenges (Healy and Braithwaite, 2000; Real, 1993; Shettleworth, 1998). Measuring individual differences in learning in several different contexts across a wide range of ecologically relevant challenges is an obvious priority for future work.

Implicit in the argument against general intelligence is that there are costs of learning (Stephens, 1991) that could impose trade-offs between different forms of learning. For example, learning a new association of color with food caused bumblebees to perform errors in a previously learned task (interference) (Worden et al., 2005). Similarly, flies that had been selected for learning ability showed a trade-off between short- and long-term memory (Mery et al., 2007), a cost of long-term memory in terms of stress resistance (Mery and Kawecki, 2005), productivity (egg laying rate) when subjected to nutritional stress (Mery and Kawecki, 2004), and larval competitive ability (Mery and Kawecki, 2003).

Familiar behavioral axes such as shy–bold or aggressive–nonaggressive might also be correlated with differences in learning. For example, although proactive individuals perform consistently better than reactive individuals in a standard task, when faced with a change in the environment, reactive mice and great tits are more likely to change their search patterns and to adaptively modulate their behavior than proactive individuals (Benus et al., 1987; Verbeek et al., 1994). Such behavioral flexibility is not due to an intrinsic difference in learning ability between the two types of individuals because both types of individuals are equally capable of learning the task (Benus
et al., 1987, 1990). Instead, the difference reflects a difference in the amount of exploration between the two groups; the reactive individuals acquire information about the environment that they use in subsequent behavior.

Surprisingly few other studies have asked whether individual differences in learning reflect a personality “type.” Individual variation in innovation, or adopting a new behavior pattern when the environment changes, has been documented in several different species (Boogert et al., 2006; Godin et al., 2005; Pfeffer et al., 2002; Reader, 2003), but we know little about whether variation in innovation reflects general learning ability, sociality, boldness, or state dependence [reviewed in Laland and Reader (1999b)]. Some studies have suggested that innovators are likely to be those at the outskirts of social groups (Kummer and Goodall, 1985) and experimental work on guppies has shown that while state-dependent factors such as sex and hunger level are partly responsible for foraging innovations, some individuals are consistently more likely to innovate than others (Laland and Reader, 1999a,b).

Finally, in systems with social learning, there appear to be individual differences in tendency to rely on individual-based learning (using personal, private information) as opposed to social learning (using public information (Galef and Giraldeau, 2001; Marchetti and Drent, 2000; Valone, 2007). Some of the variation in tendency to learn from others is associated with age; for example in mate copying, younger, inexperienced females tend to copy the mate preferences of older females rather than rely on their own assessments of mate quality (Amlacher and Dugatkin, 2005; Dugatkin and Godin, 1993). However, public versus private learning might also be related to behavioral type. An obvious hypothesis that, to our knowledge, has not been tested is whether individual variation in sociability or affiliativeness is positively correlated to tendency to rely on social learning. Presumably, more sociable individuals will, on average, be exposed to more opportunities for social learning. The question here is, even with equal opportunities for social learning, do more sociable individuals tend to rely more (than less sociable individuals) on public information, as opposed to personal experiences? Alternatively, the producer–scrounger literature suggests that more aggressive, dominant individuals might rely relatively more on public information (generated by subordinates) about resources (Liker and Barta, 2002).

A strong reliance on public information (e.g., copying) can generate rapid swings in group preferences (“fads”) that can strongly favor particular types (Gladwell, 2000). This can have important effects on evolutionary dynamics (Kirkpatrick and Dugatkin, 1994). In addition, the relative use of public versus private information can have major impacts on the dynamics of how social groups respond to changing environments (Valone, 2007), a key issue in a heavily human-altered modern world. If social learning style is correlated to personality, then selection on behavioral type influences social learning
and vice versa. Thus, an important additional insight that can come from the behavioral syndrome view involves the dynamics of the joint evolution and ontogenetic development of social learning and personality.

C. Choosiness

Choosiness is the strength of preference for some options over others. If individuals set a threshold criterion where options are only accepted if they are above the threshold in quality, then choosy individuals have a higher threshold. If options are evaluated sequentially, being choosy often involves evaluating more options before making a choice. Choice has been studied in many isolated contexts, for example, diet choice (Sih and Christensen, 2001), mate choice (Andersson and Simmons, 2006), or habitat choice (Stamps et al., 2005). Although studies of mate choice often assume that a given individual has fixed preferences, in other contexts (e.g., diet choice), the usual notion is that individuals alter their choosiness depending on the magnitude of differences in quality between different options, and on the availability of high-quality options (Crowley et al., 1991; Stephens and Krebs, 1986). For example, in a simple scenario with only two types of options, A and B, where A is better than B, individuals should be more choosy if A is much better than B, and if A is highly abundant. In contrast, if A is only a bit better than B, or if A is scarce, then the same individuals should not be as choosy, they should accept either A or B.

It is important to note the distinction between variation in choosiness and variation in preference (Jennions and Petrie, 1997). For the latter, females are known to vary, for example, in what sorts of male traits they prefer (Brooks and Endler, 2001; Cummings and Mollaghan, 2006; Forstmeier and Birkhead, 2004; Jang and Greenfield, 2000; Morris et al., 2003). Less is known about variation among females in choosiness per se, that is, in the strength of their preference (but see Reinhold et al., 2002).

A choosiness syndrome can then be evaluated either within a given context or across contexts. In the diet choice context, for example, if the individual foragers that are most choosy when food is abundant are also the most choosy when food is scarce, then the result is a choosiness syndrome. In the diet choice literature, although hundreds of studies have documented average preferences and how mean choosiness varies with the abundance of different prey types (reviewed in Sih and Christensen, 2001), we know of no studies that explicitly tested for consistency in choosiness. In humans, we have the sense that some people are consistently choosier than others in what they are willing to eat, but we know of no data on this issue.

In a mating context, a classic method for evaluating female choice involves offering the focal female an opportunity to interact with two males (e.g., on opposite sides of a partitioned aquarium). The usual goal
is to test whether, on average, females prefer particular male phenotypes (e.g., larger males or more colorful males). Our impression is that a typical result might be to find that 16 of 20 females prefer the larger male, so the conclusion is that females prefer larger males. However, in many cases, the investigator might “toss out” females that showed no significant preference, and among the 20 that showed a preference, they varied substantially in the strength of their preference. Some strongly preferred the larger male, whereas others exhibited only a weak preference for the larger male. The point here is that substantial variation might exist in female choosiness; however, to date, the field generally has not focused on this variation. In the syndrome context, we are interested in whether females are repeatable in their choosiness across trials in the same basic situation, and whether they are consistent in their mate choosiness across different situations (e.g., different types of focal male traits or different male abundances).

Across contexts, the issue is whether the same individuals that are choosier than others about their diets are also relatively choosy about their mates (and about other social partners, about aspects of habitat use etc). In humans, we know people who are particularly choosy about their diets and about their wines, or about their music, movies, or TV shows, or about their brands of clothing or electronic equipment, or about their mating partners. The question is: “Is choosiness correlated across these different situations?” Optimality theory identifies an optimal degree of choosiness in any given situation. Just as behavioral correlations in the shy–bold or aggressive–unaggressive syndromes can spillover to be associated with suboptimal behavior, a choosiness syndrome can result in suboptimal behavior. A behavioral syndrome hypothesis is that, if a choosiness syndrome exists, an individual that is generally very choosy across many situations will likely be too choosy in some situations.

D. Mating Behavior

Perhaps the most often studied subject in behavioral ecology is mating behavior and sexual selection. Despite the fact that behavioral tendencies such as aggressiveness and social sensitivity clearly influence mating tactics and mating success, to date, few studies have integrated the behavioral syndrome approach into studies of mating and sexual selection. That is, relatively few studies have quantified whether individual variation in mating tactics is correlated with behavior in other contexts.

In many systems, males clearly exhibit individual variation in mating tactics. In some cases, males have alternative mating morphs, often involving large territorial males versus smaller, sneaky males (Emlen, 1997; Shuster, 1989; Sinervo and Lively, 1996; Watters, 2005). Although it
seems obvious that males with very different morphologies (e.g., size, ornamentation) will also likely differ in their overall behavioral type (as expressed in various nonmating contexts—foraging, antipredator, dispersal etc), few have actually quantified how these alternative male types differ in behavior outside of the mating context. In other cases, males within a given population differ in mating tactics, but without major, obvious differences in morphology. For example, in the search phase, males can either be territorial (or simply, site-faithful) or actively explore a large area across many territories. When females are encountered, males can either display to them, be sneaky, or attempt to coerce females to mate (Magellan and Magurran, 2007; Reichard et al., 2007). In socially monogamous systems, males can either be faithful to a female (and often, provide parental care) or be a philanderer who devotes considerable effort toward gaining extrapair copulations (Westneat and Sargent, 1996).

In turn, other studies have documented individual variation among females in their preferences (Brooks and Endler, 2001; Cummings and Mollaghan, 2006; Forstmeier and Birkhead, 2004; Jang and Greenfield, 2000; Morris et al., 2003). For example, some females like symmetrical males while others like asymmetrical ones (Morris et al., 2006). Some females copy the preferences of other females while others rely on their own assessment of males. The obvious syndrome question is whether there is something else distinctive about females with different preferences, apart from obvious attributes such as size (Morris et al., 2006) or age. In the particular situation where females engage in sexual cannibalism, individual females differ in their tendency to attack males versus mate with them (Johnson and Sih, 2005).

In the syndrome context, the question is: Do individual differences in mating tactics reflect differences in overall behavioral type? Are mating tactics part of a behavioral syndrome? If so, then this potentially introduces another form of interaction or even conflict between natural selection and sexual selection. For ornaments, observed traits are thought to be shaped by a trade-off between sexual selection favoring exaggeration of the ornament versus natural selection preventing further elaboration (Endler, 1995; Kokko et al., 2006). For behavior, a similar trade-off might often exist where sexual selection favors more highly active, aggressive, or bold behavioral types than is favored by natural selection in other contexts (e.g., in a parental care context or when predators are present). That is, selection favoring high aggressiveness in male–male competition for access to females might spillover to cause apparently inappropriate parental care behavior (Wingfield et al., 1990), or inappropriately bold responses to predation risk. Of course, conversely, it is also possible that selection favoring high aggressiveness in nonmating contexts could spillover to
cause inappropriately aggressive behavior toward mates. An example of the latter involves sexual cannibalism in fishing spiders where selection favoring high voracity in a nonmating context (in a food-limited environment) appears to have spilled over to contribute to excess sexual cannibalism (Johnson and Sih, 2005). Overall, a full understanding of selection on mating tactics (male and female) might require knowing how these tactics are part of a broader behavioral syndrome.

If mating tactics are part of a broader behavioral syndrome, then this suggests the possibility of adaptive female choice based on the male’s behavioral type. Theory predicts that females should prefer male traits that are indicators that the male can provide either direct benefits or good genes. In humans, mate choice is often based not just on resources or good looks, but on personality. The notion that the same idea might apply in other animals has rarely been studied explicitly. Our suggestion here is that there are several ways that a male’s behavioral type (e.g., as revealed by his mating tactics or displays) might provide useful indicators for guiding female choice.

One possibility is female choice for good genes, where the male’s behavioral type [which is typically heritable (Penke et al., 2007; Reale et al., 2007; van Oers et al., 2005)] provides an ecological or social mechanism for why some male genotypes might enhance offspring fitness. By definition, a male’s behavioral type provides information on how he copes with various environmental pressures. His boldness and aggressiveness influence his style and ability to cope with food limitation, competition, and predation risk. Boldness might also be associated with dispersal tendencies (Dingemanse et al., 2003; Fraser et al., 2001). Social sensitivity in mating displays might be correlated to social sensitivity in other contexts. If conditions are likely to be stable across generations, a female can prefer males that have a behavioral type that worked well in the present generation. If she can determine offspring environments [e.g., via maternally controlled habitat selection that might be followed by a tendency for offspring to prefer that habitat throughout their lives (Davis and Stamps, 2004)], then she can use her mate choice to provide her offspring with a suitable, adaptive behavioral type. Similarly, if offspring are likely to disperse on their own into new, different conditions, in principle, a female could choose a male with a behavioral type that fits the anticipated new conditions. Finally, if her offspring are likely to face unpredictable conditions, she could choose an environmentally sensitive male who can cope well with changing environments. Or, if success in social interactions inherently requires social sensitivity, then females might generally prefer males whose displays indicate high social sensitivity (e.g., Patricelli et al., 2002, 2006). This could, in part, explain the human female preference for males that are funny (Bressler and Balshine, 2006).
Alternatively, female choice might be for direct benefits. The benefit of preferring highly aggressive males that have won male–male contests can either derive from immediate resources provided by those males, or from future benefits associated with males that can provide a superior territory. In some cases, females prefer less aggressive males, perhaps because they are less likely to engage in costly sexual coercion that either wastes the female’s time and energy, or can even injure females (Ophir et al., 2005). Most interestingly, females might use the male’s contest behavior or courtship displays to evaluate his future parental care or cooperation (variation in parental care is discussed below). This makes sense if his premating behavior is an honest indicator of his postmating behavior. An issue of general importance is: when a male “promises” to provide future benefits, why should he keep that promise? If males promise to provide good parental care, but then often renege on that promise, females should not trust the promise, and males should then not even bother to make the promise; that is, without honest signals, the system breaks down. The usual idea is that honesty is enforced by high signal costs (Zahavi, 1975). If the signal is costly (a handicap), then male production of the signal should be proportional to their ability to handle the cost. An alternative possibility is that the signal is an index—if there is a strong correlation between the male’s signal and either his direct (possibly, deferred) benefits, or his genes (LeBas et al., 2003; McGlothlin et al., 2005). A tight behavioral syndrome possibly provides that correlation. If there is a negative correlation between a male’s aggressiveness and paternal care (Wingfield et al., 1990), then a male’s aggressiveness during male–male competition or courtship displays might be a useful indicator of his future cooperation in parental care.

E. PARENTAL STYLES

How parents behave toward their offspring can strongly affect the fitness of their offspring. Still, within a given species, it is often reported that individuals differ in how they parent. Such individual variation might reflect state-dependent differences in sex, age, condition, or in the trade-off between current versus future reproduction. However, some individual birds consistently provide more parental care than others, that is, individual differences are repeatable (Schwagmeyer and Mock, 2003). A relatively unexplored area is whether such individual differences in parental behavior reflect part of an overall behavioral type.

For example, Budaev et al. (1999) found that parental convict cichlids differed in how they behaved toward their offspring, and those differences were correlated with behavior in other contexts. Individuals that provided more parental care (food provisioning) were also more exploratory and less
aggressive (Budaev et al., 1999). Other studies have also reported evidence of a trade-off between parental behavior and aggression. One of the best examples of an aggressive spillover, in fact, is the image of a male pumped up on testosterone who does not behave as a good dad (Ketterson et al., 1992; Nunes et al., 2000; Ros et al., 2004; Van Duyse et al., 2000; Veiga et al., 2002).

Another well-studied trade-off is between parental care and mate attraction: males that spend more time attracting mates or seeking EPCs provide less parental care (Bjelvenmark and Forsgren, 2003; Clark and Galef, 1999; De Ridder et al., 2000; Duckworth et al., 2003; Kokko, 1998; Magrath and Elgar, 1997; Magrath and Komdeur, 2003; Mitchell et al., 2007; Peters, 2002; Qvarnstrom, 1997; Smith, 1995). There are at least two possible mechanisms that could produce this negative relationship. More ornamented males might provide less parental care because they can achieve relatively greater reproductive success from seeking EPCs [trade-off (Magrath and Komdeur, 2003)]. Or, females paired with attractive males provide more parental care in order to prevent the desertion of their attractive mates [differential allocation (Kokko, 1998)], and this, in turn, allows attractive males to provide less parental care.

An alternative view, however, is that a positive relationship between ornament size and parental behavior could be adaptive if females use a male’s ornament as an indicator of his future behavior as a parent (“the good parent” hypothesis) (Pampoulie et al., 2004). Female mate choice for ornamented males could really therefore reflect choice of a package of male traits that includes parental care (Schwagmeyer and Mock, 2003). This hypothesis has been formalized as the “sealed bid model,” where individuals behave as if they have committed to a certain level of parental care at the outset and do not modify their care in response to the partner’s effort (Schwagmeyer and Mock, 2003). This model is in contrast to the negotiation model, where individuals adjust their parental care facultatively in response to the efforts of their mate (McNamara et al., 1999). The sealed bid model is broadly consistent with a behavioral syndrome: males vary in the amount of paternal care they provide, males are consistent across broods or seasons, and a male’s parental type is indicated by an ornamental trait. However, the negotiation model also raises interesting syndrome questions related to individual variation in cooperation and social sensitivity, as discussed above.

And what about females? Do females differ in the quality of parental care they provide to their offspring? Several studies have shown that male birds are more consistent in their parental behavior relative to females. For example, in several birds, male feeding rate is repeatable and heritable, whereas females are not repeatable (Freeman-Gallant and Rothstein, 1999; MacColl and Hatchwell, 2003; Nakagawa et al., 2007; Schwagmeyer and Mock, 2003). This finding has been interpreted as reflecting greater responsiveness on the part of the female to the needs of her offspring and the
behavior of her partner. On the other hand, female mice that had been artificially selected to be aggressive (low attack latency) actually engaged in more maternal behaviors such as nursing, licking, and grooming of her pups (Benus and Rondigs, 1996).

So do individual differences in parental style really matter? A fascinating recent line of research on the mechanisms of parental effects in rats offers a resounding “yes” to this question. Like the mice mentioned above, mothering rats differ in the amount of arched back nursing and licking and grooming behavior they perform. Pups that receive more licking and grooming are less fearful and less stress responsive than pups from less attentive mothers (Storey et al., 2006). Differences in the offspring of high licking and grooming versus low licking and grooming mothers emerged early in life and were long term (but reversible) (Weaver et al., 2004). In fact, the offspring of high licking and grooming mothers ended up becoming high licking and grooming mothers themselves (Champagne and Meaney, 2006). Using cross fostering, Meaney et al. have convincingly demonstrated that the inheritance of parental styles is epigenetic and occurs via DNA methylation of the glucocorticoid receptor.

There is converging evidence that something similar occurs in rhesus monkeys: some female monkeys are more “abusive” than others, as judged by differences in rates of maternal rejection and grooming. Variation among mothers influences their offspring’s anxiety and fearfulness, eventually influencing the way these offspring behave as parents (Maestripieri et al., 2006). Cross fostering experiments have shown that these effects are also nongenetic, probably mediated by serotonergic transmission (Maestripieri et al., 2007).

Our understanding of the mechanisms linking the effects of mothers on their offspring has far outpaced our understanding of the evolutionary forces that could maintain variation among female rats and monkeys in maternal behaviors. One hypothesis is that it is adaptive: perhaps stressed, that is, low licking and grooming mothers “program” their kids to respond to adversity (Diorio and Meaney, 2007). Therefore, low licking and grooming mothers are favored in stressful environments. Alternatively, or in addition, perhaps a female’s maternal style is part of her overall behavioral type; perhaps mothers that engage in more abusive behavior as parents are also distinctive in other respects, which outweigh the costs of impaired maternal performance (Bennett et al., 2002; Champoux et al., 2002).

F. COOPERATIVENESS

Cooperation is the subject of a great deal of behavioral study in both behavioral ecology and human psychology. Here, we consider the possible role of behavioral syndromes in the study of cooperation. Simple theory on
cooperation examines individuals that are either cooperators or defectors (or perhaps, follow a tit-for-tat, TFT, strategy). Few studies, however, have actually quantified individual variation in cooperativeness (Bergmüller et al., 2007; Wright, 2007). In the syndrome context, a key question is: do individual differences in tendency to cooperate carry over across multiple contexts? Are the same individuals cooperative or even altruistic in social foraging, group vigilance, resource sharing, and cooperative breeding or shared parental care? In some situations, our general view is that individuals cooperate due to kin selection (Hamilton, 1964), whereas in others, the notion is that cooperation reflects reciprocal altruism (Trivers, 1971). Does frequent cooperation with kin spillover to result in excess cooperation with nonkin or vice versa?

Of course, theory does not assume that individuals should be unconditionally cooperative. Instead, if an individual is highly cooperative, then others should exploit that tendency by engaging in subtle cheating. This, in turn, favors the evolution of social sensitivity [to evaluate the trustworthiness of potential social partners (McNamara et al., 2008)]. Put another way, analyses of cooperation are usually best thought of as an interplay between cooperation and conflict or deception (Dugatkin and Reeve, 1998).

This interplay suggests that behavior in cooperative scenarios might often reflect the intersection of several behavioral tendencies. Consider, for example, predator inspection. In several species of schooling fish (e.g., guppies, sticklebacks), individuals leave the school and approach predators apparently to gain information about the risk posed by the predator (Pitcher, 1992). Most interestingly, individuals often inspect in pairs. Several studies have examined whether these pairs might be reciprocal altruists where the lead individual (the one that is closer to the predator) at any given time is being altruistic—taking greater risks while generating benefits (information) for both members of the pair (Dugatkin and Alfieri, 1991; Milinski, 1987). The altruistic act is reciprocated repeatedly in one predator inspection bout when individuals take turns being the lead individual. In particular, investigators have been interested in whether the dynamics of predator inspection fit a simple TFT model, where individuals cooperate as long as their partner cooperates (inspects), but defect (stop inspecting) when the partner defects. In that context, a given individual’s behavior during predator inspection could depend on its: (1) cooperative tendency, (2) schooling tendency, (3) social sensitivity, and also (4) boldness per se. Boldness can be measured by the individual’s tendency to do predator inspection even when alone. Schooling tendency can be assayed by looking at group size preferences when offered a choice between groups of different size. Social sensitivity has at least two elements—individuals should reduce their tendency to inspect if the partner has recently defected, but also increase their tendency to inspect if the partner resumes being cooperative.
Cooperativeness should be assessed after accounting statistically for these other behavioral tendencies. Overall behavior and interaction dynamics should depend on the interplay between these different behavioral tendencies for both individuals. Later in this chapter, we discuss quantitative methods for examining multiple behavioral tendencies in more detail.

G. Dispersal

Dispersal behavior can have critical effects on various ecological and evolutionary processes (Clobert et al., 2001). In particular, in modern habitats that are often fragmented, there is considerable interest in how dispersal and movements among patches affect metapopulation and metacommunity dynamics (Holyoak et al., 2005), as well as species invasions. Most theory in these aspects of spatial ecology emphasizes the importance of the amount and pattern of dispersal; however, few include much, if any, mechanistic details on the biology of dispersal. One potentially very important factor is individual variation in dispersal behavior (Benard and McCauley, 2008) and its relationship to a general behavioral type; that is, how dispersal is part of an overall behavioral syndrome. The dispersal process involves three stages each of which can be influenced by individual variation in behavioral type (Baguette and Van Dyck, 2007): (1) leaving a source patch, (2) moving through a matrix of unsuitable habitat, and (3) settling into a new patch.

The relationship between behavioral type and the tendency to leave a source patch depends on the ecological and social pressures involved in inducing dispersal. If dispersal is not a direct response to stressful conditions in the source patch, but is instead active and “voluntary,” then dispersers might tend to be the more bold individuals, individuals with less fear of the unknown. Even when all or most individuals have strong incentives to leave, if the costs of dispersal are also high, we still might expect dispersers to be more bold than average. Indeed, some studies have found that dispersers tend to be more bold or exploratory than average (Dingemanse et al., 2003; Fraser et al., 2001; Rehage and Sih, 2004; Whybrow, 2005). In contrast, if individuals are driven to disperse by high predation risk, then it might be the more timid ones that opt to leave, dispersers might tend to be the less bold (more fearful) individuals. Alternatively, if dispersal is induced by interference competition and aggression, then dispersers might be the unaggressive, subordinate individuals that are driven out by more aggressive dominants. On the other hand, in marmots, it is the most aggressive (disagreeable) individuals that are forced to leave the social group (Armitage, 1986). Finally, even without aggression, at high density, asocial individuals (that avoid conspecifics) might be overrepresented among the dispersers (Cote and Clobert, 2007). The main points are
that we expect nonrandom dispersal by behavioral type to be common and that the particular behavioral type that disperses more should be predictable given the ecological or social scenario.

Recent work on the spread of western bluebirds in the United States highlights many of these points. As the range of Western bluebirds has expanded, they have displaced native Mountain bluebirds. Duckworth and Badyaev (2007) showed that aggressiveness is heritable in Western bluebirds and it is the especially aggressive Western bluebirds which disperse into new areas, outcompeting the Mountain bluebirds. However, over generations, the aggressiveness of Western bluebirds in their new range decreased rapidly in an evolutionary response to selection for reduced aggressiveness, probably because more aggressive males provide less parental care and therefore have lower reproductive success (Duckworth, 2006). This study shows that different behavioral types are favored at different stages of invasion: the aggressive Western bluebirds disperse, while less aggressive individuals are favored after establishment.

Ecological selection pressures in the matrix habitat between patches can also represent a strong, selective filter that favors some behavioral types over others. And, settlement and successful establishment in a new patch can depend on behavioral type. Highly social individuals should be attracted to conspecifics and should thus be less likely to colonize empty habitats, as compared to asocial individuals. Asocial individuals might thus be particularly important in metapopulation dynamics and the spread of invasions. Finally, after settling, the new disperser’s behavioral type could play an important role in determining its establishment and impact on the colonized community. In order to establish in a new habitat, dispersers typically need to cope with novel selection pressures—often, new predators, competitors, or prey. The ability to cope with new challenges might require problem solving that is associated with low neophobia. Interestingly, broad, comparative analyses of birds suggest that invasive species tend to be non-neophobic species that often discover new foraging innovations (Sol et al., 2002, 2005). Overall, we suggest that assays that document individual variation in boldness, aggressiveness (as compared to affiliative tendency), neophobia, and dispersal tendency could help understand major patterns in spatial ecology.

VI. FUTURE PROSPECTS

A. GAME THEORY AND EFFECTS OF SOCIAL GROUP COMPOSITION

Game theory assumes that in social groups, the fitness of behavioral types (e.g., of hawks vs doves or of territorials vs satellites) is frequency-dependent; that is, it depends on the mix of behavioral types in the group
(Dugatkin and Reeve, 1998; Maynard Smith, 1982; Sinervo and Calsbeek, 2006). This basic scenario holds for many theoretical behavioral dichotomies—for example, hawk/dove, producer/scrounger, cooperator/defector, as well as for more complex games like rock/scissors/paper. Although this is a fundamental tenet of game theory that has guided our thinking on social behavior for the last 35 years, surprisingly few studies have experimentally manipulated the frequency of behavioral types to examine actual effects on fitness or on behavioral dynamics (e.g., Beauchamp et al., 1997; Flynn and Giraldeau, 2001). The exception involves morphologically based alternative mating types (AMTs), for example, larger territorial individuals versus smaller satellites. Here, because behavioral types are easy to identify, studies have indeed examined frequency-dependent fitnesses associated with the different types. But even here, few experimental studies have manipulated the relative frequency of these AMTs (Bley et al., 2007; Warner and Hoffman, 1980). A possible explanation for this disconnect between decades of theory and empirical work is the fact that until recently, relatively few studies have quantified individual variation in behavioral type in order to identify “hawks” and “doves,” a prerequisite for experimentally creating groups with different mixes of hawks and doves. Now that behavioral syndromes are receiving more attention, a key issue should be to better understand how the behavior and fitness of different behavioral types depends on the group’s social composition [mix of behavioral types in the group (e.g., Sih and Watters, 2005)].

Social selection theory (Wolf et al., 1998) provides a quantitative framework for relating both individual traits and the group’s social composition to individual fitness. The basic idea extends the regression approach for quantifying natural selection and sexual selection on traits (e.g., Arnold and Wade, 1984a,b). Wolf et al. (1998) incorporated effects of the individual’s group social composition by adding the social group’s mean trait value as an independent variable in the regression equation of traits (individual and group) on fitness. The method partitions out natural and sexual selection gradients (relationships between the individual’s traits and fitness) from social selection gradients (the relationship between the interacting group’s mean trait value and individual fitness). Selection on a focal trait then also depends on social selection—the product of the social selection gradient and the covariance between the individual’s trait and the social group’s trait. In frequency-dependent games, individual fitness should depend on the interaction between the individual’s trait and the group’s social composition. This is handled by adding an interaction term into the regression equation.

Variation in social group composition (e.g., the mix of more vs less aggressive animals in a social group) likely affects not just the fitness of each behavioral type but also the actual behavior expressed by different
individuals. When a group of highly aggressive individuals are put together, some will remain highly aggressive, while others will substantially reduce their aggressiveness, that is, individuals will likely vary in behavioral plasticity. The behavioral syndrome view suggests new ways of thinking about behavioral plasticity in a game context. Most simple game theory models assume that individuals have either pure behavioral types (e.g., no plasticity, pure hawks, or pure doves) or no behavioral types [i.e., all individuals follow the same optimal probabilistic or condition-dependent ESS (Dugatkin and Reeve, 1998; Maynard Smith, 1982)]. In contrast, behavioral syndrome studies suggest that many real animals show some, but limited (less than optimal), plasticity; for example, both shy and bold individuals alter their boldness depending on the context (are less bold when predators are present), but within limits that allow us to identify some individuals as being consistently more shy versus more bold. Using a reaction norm framework, the simple behavioral syndrome approach posits that males differ in average behavior, but have similar behavioral plasticity (parallel reaction norms). In reality, animals appear to differ substantially in both mean behavioral type and behavioral plasticity (Koolhaas et al., 1999).

Only a few studies have examined effects of the group’s social composition on behavioral plasticity within groups. Some found that individuals do not retain their behavioral types when they are placed in a social group (Mottley and Giraldeau, 2000). Other studies show that behavioral types are largely maintained (e.g., aggressive individuals stay relatively aggressive, or AMTs do not modify their behavior) regardless of the group’s social composition (Sih and Watters, 2005; van Erp-van der Kooij et al., 2003). However, even in these studies, where most individuals maintained their behavioral type, some individuals showed substantial behavioral plasticity. For example, Sih and Watters, (2005) created groups of water striders that differed in average male aggressiveness. They found that although, in general, hyperaggressiveness was only seen in groups made up primarily of highly aggressive males, one hyperaggressive male emerged in a group that was created by putting together very unaggressive males. Apparently, one male that was unaggressive in a mixed social background became much more aggressive when it was surrounded by males that were all relatively passive. Clearly, more study is needed to better understand variation among behavioral types in their social plasticity in response to the group’s social composition.

Finally, if the fitness of behavioral types depends on the group’s social composition, then individuals should choose group social compositions that favor them (i.e., they should exhibit adaptive social situation choice). Alternatively, individuals might exhibit nonadaptive social preferences; for example, through imprinting, individuals might prefer associating with
their own behavioral type even when this is not adaptive. In any case, patterns of social situation choice should have important effects on selection and evolution. As noted above, social selection theory emphasizes that the covariance between individual traits and group traits (e.g., a tendency for aggressive individuals to interact with other aggressive individuals) is a key to how social selection influences selection on individual traits. Phenotype-dependent social situation choice is a likely mechanism generating this covariance. In general, adaptive situation choice can generate diversity both by driving the evolution of specialization (and ultimately, speciation) and by allowing the maintenance of variation (Wcislo, 1989; Wilson and Yoshimura, 1994). For example, if bold individuals do well in habitat X, but not Y, and vice versa for shy individuals, then both can do well and persist if they each prefer their optimal habitats. Social situation choice, however, is made more complicated by the fact that the sum of individual social situation choices determines the observed social compositions in different groups. Hawks that prefer to associate with doves might not be able to do so if doves avoid associating with hawks. Further study of behavioral type-dependent social situation choice should prove insightful.

B. Behavior as the Outcome of Multiple Behavioral Syndromes

In the above discussion of cooperation, as with other behaviors, behavioral expression by each individual, and behavioral dynamics in an interaction, probably depend on multiple behavioral axes. This is, in fact, a familiar concept in human personality studies. Our behavior in any given situation is thought to reflect five main personality axes—the Big Five (extraversion, neuroticism, agreeableness, openness, and conscientiousness) with multiple subfactors within each of these five main factors (McCrae and Costa, 1999). The Big Five is a quantitative, statistical construct that emerged from factor analysis. Behavioral assays (often, questionnaires) assign a subject a score (from 0 to 100) on each of the five factors. Thus, in principle, it is possible to quantify the relative contribution of each of the Big Five to variation in actual behavior in a given context. Along similar lines, some detailed studies in behavioral genetics have partitioned out how behavior in a standardized laboratory assay (e.g., the open field assay) reflects multiple statistical factors [e.g., activity per se, exploratory tendency vs fear or anxiety (Henderson et al., 2004)].

Quantitative analysis of the role of multiple behavioral axes in explaining overall behavior and fitness outcomes should be an exciting future step for behavioral ecology. For example, in a mating context, one could quantify individual variation among a group of males in activity, aggressiveness, and social sensitivity (Fig. 3). Ideally, each of these axes would be assessed in
multiple contexts, of which mating is only one. Each of these behavioral tendencies could then play a role in governing behavior and success in multiple stages that lead up to overall mating success. First, males must encounter females. Depending on the social system, either more active or more aggressive males might encounter females more. In systems with “scramble competition” for finding females, more active males should, on average, be better scramble competitors. In systems with interference competition for access to females, more aggressive males should outcompete other males in agonistic contests and might thus encounter more females. In general, males that have higher social sensitivity should exercise adaptive social situation choice that should enhance their encounter rates with females. For example, they might actively leave sites with an unfavorable sex ratio and prefer sites with more females per male. Social sensitivity should also help males to efficiently choose appropriate females to court (Sih and Watters, 2005). Inappropriate choices could include the wrong species, gender, or age class, or females that are of either low quality or too high quality (females that will very likely reject the focal male). Finally,
social sensitivity might be associated with higher courtship ability that enhances the probability of mating per mating attempt (Patricelli et al., 2002, 2006). More aggressive displays could not only increase the probability of mating per mating attempt but also be associated with inappropriate mating attempts and unwanted sexual coercion (Ophir et al., 2005; Sih and Watters, 2005).

Although, in theory, distinct behavioral axes should be uncorrelated (e.g., the Big Five in human personality study are orthogonal factors from a factor analysis), in reality, in any given sample, these axes might be correlated. For example, aggressiveness might be negatively correlated to social sensitivity (see earlier references). In principle, one could use path analysis (see Sih et al., 2002) to quantify correlations among behavioral axes and the relative effects of each of these behavioral axes in determining overall mating success via multiple pathways.

VII. SUMMARY

After placing the study of behavioral syndromes into historical perspective and clarifying some misconceptions about the term, the aim of this chapter is to illustrate some of the important questions that come into focus when viewing animal behavior through “behavioral syndromes lenses.” In general, we see two particularly exciting research directions. One of these focuses on trying to understand variation in behavioral syndromes. The other applies the behavioral syndromes approach to topics of interest to behavioral ecologists that have not historically focused on individual variation: For any given behavior, do individuals behave consistently differently from each other? If so, are those differences correlated across contexts?

The next major task in studies of behavioral syndromes themselves is to quantify and explain the patterns of variation in behavioral syndromes. As a first step, for example, we would like to know which behaviors tend to occur in clusters and which tend to be independent? When do correlations break down over ontogenetic and evolutionary time? Then, the challenge is to explain those patterns from both a proximate and ultimate perspective—how does selection act on differences in the lability of proximate mechanisms to produce variable correlations?

At the same time, we expect that the next major wave of studies on behavioral syndromes will apply these ideas to understand topics of interest to behavioral ecologists, things like mate choice, cooperation, and group living. We described several relatively understudied axes of behavioral variation, for example environmental and social sensitivity, learning,
choosiness, cooperativeness, etc, all of which could offer new insights into long-standing questions. Along the way, we highlighted other priorities for research such as consideration of nonbehavioral traits such as physiology and morphology as part of an integrated phenotype and the inclusion of conceptual (e.g., dynamic programming, network theory, and path analysis) and empirical (e.g., genomics) tools.
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